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[57] . ABSTRACT 

A mobile lift dump vacuum apparatus which includes 
a vacuum system on a wheeled frame to pick up debris. 
A hopper on the frame is movable: from a load position 
in which it ‘receives debris from a discharge conduit of 
the vacuum system, to a dump position in which the de 
bris is dumped. Articulated arms .and linkages support 
the hopper for movement upwardly and rearwardly of r 
the frame rear wheels‘ for dumping the debris into ele- ' 
vated trash bins and the like. Anti-tip means on the rear‘ 
of the frame constrain the frame against tipping. when 
the hopper is in the dump position. Actuation of the ar 
ticulated arms and linkages is coordinated to operate 
the anti-tip means only in the dump position of the hop 
per. Vacuum collection bags on the hopper are located 
vfor emptying simultaneously with dumping of the dew 
bris in the hopper. , . . 

2 Claims, 8 Drawing, Figures 
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LIFT DUMP VACUUM APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention: ' 
The present invention relates generallyto a mobile 

vacuum apparatus, and more particularly to a mobile 
vacuum apparatus having a hopper pivotable to the 
hopper contents. 

2. Description of the Prior Art: 
Vacuum‘apparatus of the prior art, and particularly 

that type adapted to travel over both turf and pave 
‘ment, generally include a collection hopper which can 
be pivoted to dump the contents of the hopper on the 
ground for transfer to a trash truck or bin. However, 
such a hopper was incapable of elevation in a simple 
‘and effective manner for dumping the hopper contents 
into an elevated trash binor truck body. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
According to the present invention, a lift dump vac 

uum apparatus is provided which includes an elongated 
mobile ‘frame preferably having the vacuum system 
mounted on it. This allows debris to be picked up from 
the surface over which the mobile vacuum apparatus 
passes. The apparatus also includes a hopper having a 
load position in which a hopper inlet opening is in regis 
try with a discharge conduit from the vacuum system. 
Thehopper is movable to a dump position above the 
load position and in which the hopper is located gener 
ally rearwardly of the rear wheels of the frame. Articu 
lated arms and linkages cooperate with a power system, 
including hydraulic operated cylinders and the like, to 
raise and move the hopper rearwardly to its dump posi 
tion. The operation of the hydraulic cylinders is appro 
priately coordinated and sequenced so that the hopper 
is‘ raised and tilted, the hopper door is opened for 
dumping, and simultaneously an anti-tip device is de 
ployed at the rearward extremity of the frame to con 
strain the frame against tipping while the hopper is in 
its dump position. In the preferred embodiment, the an 
ti-tip device is automatically deployed when'the hopper 
is moved toward its dump position. 
The usual vacuum bags of the vacuum system are so 

mounted and oriented on the hopperthat they are up 
ended for and dumped simultaneously‘with dumping of 
the hopper contents. 
The present apparatus provides an efficient and prac 

ticable system for dumping trash and other debris from 
an-elevated hopper directly, for example, into trash 
bins, into trucks, over the top of a retaining wall, or 
onto the top of a compost heap. 
Other objects and features of the invention will be 

come apparent from consideration of the following de 
scription taken in connection with the accompanying 
drawings. ‘ ' 

‘BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a lift dump vacuum ap- , 

paratus according to the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a side elevational view of the apparatus of 

FIG. 1, illustrating the hopper in its load position; 
FIG. 3 is a partial side elevational view similar to FIG. 

2, but illustrating the hopper in its dump position; 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged detail perspective‘ view of the 

foot or anti-tip device in its operative position; 
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2 
FIG. 5 is an enlarged detail side elevational view of ' 

the anti-tip device of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is a rear elevational view of the apparatus of 

FIG. 1; ' 

FIG. 7 is an enlarged detail view taken along the line ' 
7-—7 of FIG. 6; and , . I 

FIG. 8 is a diagrammatic showing of the hydraulic 
system utilized in the apparatus of FIG. 1. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED > 
EMBODIMENT ‘ 

Referring to the drawings, and particularly to FIGS. 
1 through 3, there is illustrated a lift dump vacuum ap 
paratus 10 comprising, generally, an elongated, gener 
ally rectangular frame 12 having rolling front support 
means or wheels 14 and rolling rear support means or 
wheels 16 which render the frame 12 mobile for travel 
over turf, pavement, and the like. The apparatus 10 
also includes a vacuum system 18 characterized by a 
discharge conduit 20 from which debris picked up by 
the vacuum system 18 is discharged. A hopper 22 of 
the apparatus 10, includes an inlet, opening 24 which is 
in registry with the conduit 20 when the hopper 22 is 
in the load position illustrated in FIG. 2. The inlet 
opening 24 moves with the hopper 22 out of registry 
with the conduit 20 when the hopper 22 moves to its 
dump position, as best illustrated in FIG. 3. 
The apparatus 10 also includes an articulated means 

26 which pivotally supports the hopper 22 upon the 
frame 12 and cooperates with a power system 28 to up 
wardly and rearwardly move the hopper 22 from its 
load position to its dump position. 
The apparatus 10 further includes a foot or anti-tip 

device 30 which is located at the rearward extremity of 
the frame 12 behind the rear wheels 16,‘and which is 
operative to constrain the frame: 12 against rearward 
tipping when the hopper 22 is in its elevated, rear 
wardly projected dump position. ‘ > 
The frame 12 includes an inner section having a rect 

angular portion 32, as best seen in FIG.’ 4, which sup 
ports the rear wheels 16. The frame 12 also includes an 
outer section integral‘ with the inner section and having 
a pair of transversely spaced, longitudinally extending 
side members 34 connected at their rearward extremi? 
ties by an elongated, transverse end member 36..The 
forward portions of the' frame inner and outer sections 
are welded or otherwise suitably connected together 
for structural rigidity by usual channels, beams, braces, 
fenders‘, plates, and the like. However, the details of 
this structure are omitted for brevity since such details 
form no part of the present invention, other than to 
support such elements as an operator's console 38 for 
operating the power system 28, and controls 40 and 42 
which are manipulatable to position a‘ downwardly 
opening vacuum scoop assembly 44 and adjust the size 
of the entry‘ opening. Debris and trash are drawn into ' 
the scoop assembly 44 by operation of a frame 
mounted blower 46 which develops a vacuum at the 
scoop lI'lIBLxTl'IC discharge conduit, 20 is coupled to the 
blower46 and carries the drawn in debris to the inlet 
opening 24 of the hopper 22. I 
‘ The frame 12 also supports a power source or engine 
48 which drives the apparatus‘ 10 over turf or pave 
ment, and which also drives the power system 28..The 
system 28 is preferably a hydraulic system which devel 
ops a source of hydraulic fluid under pressure to oper~ 
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ate the various hydraulic cylinder assemblies which 
also form a part of the system 28, as will be seen. 
The frame 12 mounts a box-like seat 50 for the oper 

ator, and a complemental back rest 52 for the operator 
is mounted upon the hopper front wall 53 just behind 
the seat 50. 
The inlet opening 24 is formed in the hopper front 

wall 53 and the adjacent end of the discharge conduit 
20 presses against its margins in sealing relation-when 
the hopper 22 is in its load position. Upon movement 
of the hopper to its dump position, such inlet opening 
margins pivot rearwardly with the hopper 22 and out of 
engagement with the discharge conduit 20. 

Details of the scoop assembly 44 and the vacuum sys 
tem 18 are omitted since they are not part of the pres 
ent invention. Any scoop or vacuum systems are suit 
able which are capable of vacuuming up debris and 
trash from the turf or pavement over which the appara 
tus 10 is propelled, and thrusting such debris and trash 
rearwardly through the discharge conduit 20 into the 
hopper 22. ' r 

The heavier, solid portions of the trash‘ fall into the 
bottom of the hopper compartment, which is de?ned 
by the front wall '53, a pair of side walls 54, a bottom 
wall 56, a top wall 58, and a rear wall formed by a hop 
per door 60. ' 
The articulated means 26 pivotally support the hop 

vper 22 upon the‘ frame 12 and include a pair of L 
shaped'arms 64 located on opposite sides of the hopper 
22. The rearward extremities of the arms 64 are welded 
to a transverse support tube 62 and the forward ‘ ex 
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to the upper edges of the hopper side walls 54. When 
the hopper is in its load position the lower ends of the 
braces 74 rest upon the lower, generally horizontal por 
tions of the arms 64, thereby supporting theweight of 
the hopper 22 and its contents in such load position. 
The forward ends of the pairs of arms 78 are pivotally 

securedto the normally vertically oriented‘portions of __ 
the L-shaped arms 64, one pair on one side of the hop 
per and the other pair on the other side of the hopper. 
The arms 78 of each pair are vertically spaced apart in 
parallel relation, and their opposite ends arepivotally 
secured to the braces 74 in parallelogram fashion. Con 
sequently, telescoping or retraction of the cylinder as? 
sembly 68 tends to move the hopper 22 upwardly and 
rearwardly, with the braces 74 moving in generally par 
allel relation to the upper portions of the arms 64. 
The upper extremity of the hopper door .60 mounts 

a pair of brackets 82 which are hinged upon a pair of 
short transverse shafts 80 carried at the opposite sides 
of the hopper 22. The brackets 82 are pivotally coupled 

‘ to the rods of a pair of hydraulic cylinder assemblies 84 

25 
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tremities of the arms are similarly welded to a trans- v 

verse support tube 72. 
As best illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5, the opposite ends 

of the tube 62 are rotatably disposed through the open 
ings formed by a pair of channel shaped elements 63. 
The legs of each element 63 are welded to the rearward 
end of the adjacent frame side members 34, with'the 
base of the channel shaped element 63 being spaced 
away from the rear end of the frame side member 34 
enough to formthe opening for the associated end of 

. the tube 62. 
The lower portions of ‘the L-shaped arms 64 are piv 

otally secured at approximately their midpoints to the 
‘rods’ of a pair of hydraulic cylinder assemblies 66. The 
cylinder portions of the assemblies 66 are pivotally se 
cured to the pair of frame side members 34 forwardly 
of the rear wheels'16 and generally below the upper, 
normally vertically oriented portions of the L-shaped 
arms 64. With this arrangement, extension of ‘the as 
semblies 66 will pivot the arms 64 upwardly and rear 
'wardly. " I > ' ‘ 

Pivoting of the hopper 22 relative to the varms 64 is 
accomplished by a hydraulic cylinder assembly 68. The 
cylinder end of this assembly is pivotally‘ secured to the 
lower extremity of 'the vertical portion of one arm 64, 
and‘ the piston end is pivotally secured to the outer end 
of a crank arm 70. As seen in FIG. ‘1, the inner end of 

' the arm 70'i_s welded to the transverse tube 72 which 
extends between the arms'64 and upon which the arms 
64 are pivotally mounted. Telescoping of the assembly 
68 pivots the tube 72, which inturn pivots the hopper 
22 by'means of two pairs of elongated arms 78, as will 

- be seen. 

A pair of generally vertically oriented hopper support 
braces 74 are rigidly secured to opposite sides of the 
hopper 22 by a pair. of brackets 76 which are fastened 
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whose cylinder portions are rigidly fixed to the hopper 
side walls 54. Extension of the assemblies 84 opens the 
door 60 by pivoting it upwardly about the axis of .the 
shafts .80. ' _ 

As best seen in FIGS. 6 and 7,a plurality of porous, 
vertically elongated, generally cylindrical vacuum bags 
86 are secured at their upper ends to circular fittings 87 
which de?ne discharge outlets opening into the upper 
rearward portion of the hopper 22 at points just above 
the upper terminus of the hopper door 60. The lower 
ends of the bags 86 openainto a manifold 88 which ex 
tends across and is attached to the lower extremity of 
the' door 60. Collected dirt in the bags tends to drop 
into the manifold 88. The manifold 88'opens inwardly 
through the door 60 so that whenthe door is pivoted 
rearwardly the contents of the bags 86 and manifold 88 
drop by gravity downwardly with the trash being 
dumped from the hopper 22. ' ' 

When the hopper 22 is located in its dump position, 
its weight and the weight‘of its contents are generally 
located above and rearwardly of the rear wheels‘16, u‘n 
desirably tending to tip, the vacuumapparatus}10‘rear 
wardly. To constrain the apparatus 10 against such'tip 
ping, the anti-tip device 30 is adapted to be pivoted into 
position to engage the ground or other supporting sur 
face under the apparatus 10. As best seen in FIGS. 4 
and 5, the device 30 includes a pair of transversely 
spaced apart brackets 90 on opposite sides of the frame 
12. The brackets 90 pivotally support the upper ends 
of a pair of support arms 92. The lower ends of the 
arms 92 are pivotally connected to arcuate plates ' 
which constitute support feet or pads 94. The arms 92 
are movable in‘ common by virtue of rigid connection 
to the opposite ends of a transverse element 96. The el 
ement 96 is, in turn, pivotally coupled to, the piston rod 
of a hydraulic cylinder assembly 98 whose cylinder por 
tion is pivotally carried by the frame inner section 32. 
Consequently, extension of the assembly 98 pivots the 
support pads 94 from the dottedposition to the full line 
position illustrated in FIG. 5. 
FIG. 8 illustrates the hydraulic system 28 carried by 

the frame 12 and by means of which the various hy 
draulic assemblies are actuated in the proper sequence. 
Hydraulic ?uid is drawn from a reservoir 100, through 
a usual ?lter 102, by a conventional hydraulic pump ‘ 
104. The pressurized ?uid is fed to a pressure manifold 
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106 for application to the various hydraulic cylinder 
assemblies upon operation of one or more, of three 
usual hydraulic valves 108, 110, or 112. i 

In operation of the present apparatus 10, and assum 
ing the hopper is full and ready to be dumped, the valve 
108 on the console 38 is opened by the operator to 

‘ apply hydraulic ?uid under pressure to one side of the 
cylinder assembly 98. The return side of the assembly 
98 to the valve 108 includes a one-way or check valve 
114 which prevents ?uid from leaving that side of the 
assembly 98 until the valve 114 is actuated. The pres-‘ 
surized line to the assembly 98 is connected in parallel 
to the one side of the cylinder assembly 66 through a 
pressure override valve 116, while the return line from 
the assembly 66 to the valve 108 includes a bleed valve 
118. With this arrangement, when the operator opens 
the valve 108, the consequent extension of the assem 
bly 98 pivots the support pads 94 of the anti-tip device 
30 into engagement with the ground to prevent tipping 
of the frame 14 during movement of the hopper 22 
from its normal, load position to its dump position. 
Upon attainment of the down position by the pads 94, 
a pressure build-up occurs in the line which, when it 
reaches an appropriate level, such as approximately 12 
psi for example, causes the vale 116 to be overriden 
and opened. Fluid then passes to the cylinder assembly 
66 to pivot the L-shaped arms 64 upwardly and rear 
wardly to the position illustrated in FIG, 3. Thus, the 
arms 64 cannot be raised until the pads 94 ?rst reach 
their'clown or anti~tipping positions. ‘ 
Next, the operator opens valve 112 to apply ?uid 

under pressure to the- cylinder assembly 68. This re 
tracts or telescopes the assembly 68 to pivot the links 

10 
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or arms 78 rearwardly and upwardly and move the hop- ‘ 
per 22 to the dump position illustrated in FIG. 3. Oper 
ation of the valve 112 is preferably coordinated with 

r operation of the valve 108 so that pivotal movement of 
the links 78 occurs in a coordinated, substantially si 
multaneous manner relative to movement of the arms 
64. ' ' ‘ 

When the‘ hopper 22 is close to or has reached its 
dump position, the operator opens cylinder 110 to 
apply ?uid under pressure to the cylinder assembly 84. 
This pivots the hopper door 60 to the open position il 
lustrated in FIG. 3, simultaneously dumping the con 
tents of ‘both the hopper 22 and the vacuum bags 86. 
The hopper 22 is brought back to its load position by 

?rst operating the valve 110 in a reverse position. This 
drains ?uid from the opposite side of the cylinder as 
sembly‘84 to close the hopper door 60. Next, valves 
108 and 112 are reversely operated to drain ?uid from 
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the cylinder assemblies 98, 66, and 68. However, bleed ' 
valve 118 only allows ?uid to escape from the assembly 
66 at a relatively slow rate, sothe hopper 22 descends 
at a comparatively slow and safe rate. In addition ?uid 
cannot drain from cylinder assembly 98 at all because 
‘of the blocking action of the check valve 114. 

As best illustrated in FIG. 5, the check valve 114 is 
mounted on the frame inner section 32 so that the‘actu 
ating element thereof projects upwardly for engage 

‘ ment and actuation by the hopper 22 when the hopper 
22 movesinto its load position. Such actuation then al 
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lows ?uid to drain from the cylinder assembly 98 to 
permit the support pads 94 to retract into the positions , 
illustrated in dotted outline in FIGS. Thus, the anti-tip 
device 30 cannot be moved to its retracted position 
until the hopper 22 has reached its normal load posi 
tion. ‘ 

Various modi?cations andchanges may be made 
with regard to the foregoing detailed description with 
‘out departing from the spirit of the invention. . 

I claim: 
1. A lift dump vacuum apparatus comprising: 
an elongated frame having rolling front support _ 
means and rolling rear support means rendering 
said frame mobile; I n a 

vacuum means having a discharge conduit for dis 
charging debris picked up by said vacuum means; 

a hopper having a load position and a dump position 
and including an inlet opening in registry with said 
discharge conduit in said load position to receive " 
debris in said hopper, said dump position being lo 
cated above said load position and generally rear 
wardly of said rear support means; 

articulated means including a ?rst pair of parallel 
arms having their rearwardextremities pivoted to, 
opposite sides of said frame, and asecond pair of 
parallel arms having their forward extremities piv 
oted to the forward extremities of said first pair of 
arms and-their rearward extremities pivoted to op 
posite sides of said hopper; and 

power means including portions coupled between 
said frame and said ?rst pair of arms toipivot said 
?rst pair of arms upwardly and rearwardly relative 
to said frame, and including other portions coupled 
between said ?rst pair of arms and said secondpair 
of arms to pivot said hopper upwardly and rear 
wardly relative to said frame. ' 

2. A lift dump vacuum apparatus comprising’: 
an elongated frame having rolling front ‘support 
means and rolling rear support means rendering 
said, frame mobile; ‘ ‘ 

vacuum means having a discharge .conduit for dis- ' 
charging debris picked up by said vacuum'means; 

a hopper having a load position and a dump position 
_ and including an inlet opening in registry with said 
discharge conduit in said load position to receive 
debris in said hopper, said dump position being 10- . 
cated above said load position and generally rear 
wardly of said rear support means, said hopper fur 
ther including a door pivotablle toan open position 
fordumping the contents of said hopper in said 

‘ dump position; ‘ 

articulated means including portions pivotally cou 
pled to said hopper and to said frame; ' . 

power means coupled to said articulated means and 
operative to upwardly‘ and rearwardly pivot said 
hopper from said load position to said dump ‘posi 
tion; and - 

vacuum bag means carried by said hopper and having 
lower ends uncovered upon movement of said door 

contents of said bags through said lower ends. 
* * * =1! * 

to said open position to simultaneously dump the . 


